Why EMP for Field Mobility
Mobile workers are a rapidly growing segment of the workforce. Some mobile workers can use light-duty hardware to do
their jobs, such as consumer smart phones, tablets and laptops. However, many of today’s mobile workers need much
more rugged hardware to do their jobs and have their tools survive. If you work in an oil field, you need extremely rugged
devices. But you don’t have to work in that harsh of an environment for your job to be more than what a consumer device
can deliver.
EMP has partnered with the best in the industry to provide you with the rugged devices, software and services required to
ensure that your mobile computers and printers are there for you, working all day, every day, just like your mobile
workers. Below is a highlight of the rugged devices and management tools we can provide so you can keep your frontline
workers on the frontline.

1 MOBILE COMPUTERS
TC25 – The Rugged Smartphone Designed for Small Business
Every day, there’s so much to do, so little time — and so many competitors ready to
serve your customers. You need a tool to work faster and smarter — and with the
TC25, you can. Get the power to do more in less time with the TC25 — the rugged
smartphone designed for your small business.

TC56 – The Next Evolution in Enterprise Touch Computing
Designed for the new business world, the TC56 industrial design looks and feels like the
most popular pocketable consumer-style smartphones to meet worker expectations,
along with the enterprise-class features, power, 4G/LTE cellular connectivity, security
and manageability business requires. With unique Zebra-only features, TC56 is a touch
computer that is truly in a class of its own.

TC75 – Your Front Line to a Smarter Enterprise
Introducing the TC75 Series, the Android mobile computer that delivers it all. A rugged
design that delivers reliable everyday operation. Anywhere anytime access to virtually
any information in your back-end systems. The ability to capture more types of data
faster than ever before. Instant push-to-talk communications with co-workers out in the
field as well as supervisors, dispatch and more back in the office. Fast data access with
support for all 4G GSM cellular networks. And a full complement of accessories meets
the unique needs of virtually any mobile worker.
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ET5X – The Ultimate Business Tablet
Finally, a flexible business tablet you can customize for just about any job
and any environment. You get the best of both worlds — consumer styling
for your workers plus all the enterprise class features and options you need
to meet business needs: enterprise durability, constant battery power, your
choice of Android or Windows, a rugged frame for extra durability in more
demanding environments, two display sizes, GPS, NFC and fast Wi-Fi and
cellular wireless connections.

2 BARCODE SCANNERS
DS36XX – Unstoppable Performance
Introducing the industry’s first complete line of corded and cordless ultra-rugged scanners
that redefine industrial scanning with new standards for rugged design, scanning
performance and manageability. The DS3600 series scanners are engineered to withstand
the harshest environments, deliver unmatched durability and provide superior barcode
reading capabilities.

3 LABEL PRINTERS
QLn420 – Powerful Features in a Portable Form
Zebra's user-friendly QLn mobile printers help you print barcode labels and more,
wherever and whenever needed. Optimized for high duty-cycle label and receipt
printing and designed to enhance business processes through easy integration and
operation, the QLn Series printers deliver higher workplace performance.

ZQ500 – Exceptional Durability and Reliability
Extreme environments and bangs and bumps are no match for these
lightweight, compact printers. Zebra’s ZQ510 and ZQ520 printers are the
most rugged printers available. They perform in the widest operating
temperature range in the industry and can withstand repeated drops to
concrete from up to 6.6 feet. Water spray is no match with their IP54
rating. Featuring Zebra’s Link-OS environment, these premium printers
are easy to integrate, manage and maintain.
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4 ANDROID
With Zebra, Android is Truly Enterprise Ready
Zebra has the largest range of enterprise optimized Android devices, purpose built to
improve the productivity and mobility of your business. Exclusive built-in Mx
Technology means Android security is uniquely hardened for use in even the most
demanding enterprise environments. And Mobility DNA provides the industry’s most
comprehensive suite of workforce mobility must-haves to enable full customization to
meet the needs of your business.

5 DEVICE MANAGEMENT AND SERVICES
SOTI – Device Management Made Easy
Zebra is partnered with SOTI to bring customers MobiControl, one of the world's most
trusted Enterprise Mobility Management and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Management solution. MobiControl enables organizations to manage, support, secure
and track corporate-liable and employee-liable mobile devices from end to end.

MCL-Collection – Build, Deploy, Run, Manage
MCL offers a suite of applications (MCL-Collection) that allow you to build, deploy, run,
and manage your mobile applications and across mobile devices in your enterprise. MCLDesigner simplifies the development process with intuitive what-you-see-is-what-you-get
(WYSIWYG) visual app development and testing tools, seamless application automation,
and streamlined app distribution services. Applications made with MCL and deployed
with MCL-Mobility Platform easily connect to the most popular databases, web and cloud
services, internet protocols and mobile devices – giving you incredible business flexibility
for both clients and servers. The MCL-Mobility Platform also allows enterprises to
manage the entire mobile lifecycle including mobile application management, data
management, and operator management.

Zebra OneCare – Support, Service, and Peace of Mind
Every day, you depend on your Zebra mobile computers, barcode scanners and
printers to keep your business up and running efficiently. Ensure you get the
predictable and dependable performance you need to maximize device uptime and
return on investment for your Zebra devices with Zebra OneCare Support Services.
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